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Preface

Carbon is an extraordinary element. Because of its ability to covalently bond with
different orbital hybridizations, a uniquely rich array of molecular structures are
formed. Carbon is thus the basis of all-known life on earth. For millennia, there
were only two known substances of pure carbon atoms: graphite and diamond. In
recent decades, a series of new carbon nanostructures have been discovered,
including fullerenes in the mid-1980s, carbon nanotubes in the early 1990s, gra-
phene in 2003, onions, nanoparticles, nanohorns, nanobells, nanopeapods, and
nanofoams. The properties of these different carbon materials are actually deter-
mined by their carbon–carbon covalent bonding and the organization of the carbon
atoms into a characteristic nano- and microstructure.

Carbon nanostructures have been thus classified from the hybridizations of the
sp atomic orbitals of carbon, different from the approaches using the topological
dimension of carbon, or the characteristics of carbon structures. If one takes the
topological dimension of carbon as an example, carbon nanostructures cover
zero-dimensional fullerenes and carbon nanoparticles, one-dimensional nanotubes
and diamond nanorods, two-dimensional graphene and diamond nanoplates, and
three-dimensional ultrananocrystalline diamond films. Owing to their characteristic
size, shape, and spatial arrangement, carbon nanostructures and nanoparticles have
shown different properties. Numerous varied applications using carbon nanostruc-
tures and nanoparticles have been realized as well in different fields.

This book contains a collection of the most important progress achieved in the
fields of the preparation and applications of carbon nanostructures and nanoparti-
cles. Ten chapters have been collected from international experts, which can be
divided into three parts. The first part (Chaps. “Nanodiamonds: From Synthesis and
Purification to Deposition Techniques, Hybrids Fabrication and Applications” and
“One-Dimensional Carbon Nanostructures: Low-Temperature Chemical Vapor
Synthesis and Applications”) concerns the synthesis of carbon nanostructures and
nanoparticles. Chapter “Nanodiamonds: From Synthesis and Purification to
Deposition Techniques, Hybrids Fabrication and Applications” summarizes the
recent advances in the production and the purification methods of diamond
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nanoparticles. The different strategies for seeding and patterning of surfaces are
detailed. The CVD growth of carbon nanostructures at low temperatures (<450 °C) and
their growth mechanisms are overviewed in Chap. “One-Dimensional Carbon
Nanostructures: Low-Temperature Chemical Vapor Synthesis and Applications”. The
second part (Chaps. “Carbon Nanohorns and Their High Potential in Biological
Applications”–“Polyglycerol-Functionalized Nanoparticles for Biomedical Imaging”)
is devoted to the biological, medical, imaging, and quantum sensing applications of
carbon nanostructures and nanoparticles. In Chap. “Carbon Nanohorns and Their High
Potential in Biological Applications”, the formation, properties, and and biological
applications of carbon nanohorns are introduced. Chapter “Bioimaging and Quantum
Sensing Using NV Centers in Diamond Nanoparticles” is about bioimaging and
quantum sensing using diamond nanoparticles with NV negatively charged nitrogen
vacancy centers. Polyglycerol-functionalized nanoparticles, including detonation nan-
odiamond, superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticle, and fluorescent nanodiamond,
for biomedical imaging is presented in Chap. “Polyglycerol-Functionalized
Nanoparticles for Biomedical Imaging”. The third part (Chaps. “Carbon Based
Dots and Their Luminescent Properties and Analytical Applications”–“Catalytic
Applications of Carbon Dots”) focuses on analytical, electrochemical, and catalytic
applications of carbon nanostructures and nanoparticles. Chapters “Carbon Based Dots
and Their Luminescent Properties and Analytical Applications” and “Photoluminescent
Properties of Carbon Nanodots” cover the synthesis, the luminescent properties, and the
analytical applications of carbon dots, while the catalytic applications of carbon dots are
highlighted in Chap. “Catalytic Applications of Carbon Dots”. Diamond electro-
chemistry at the nanoscale using diamond nanostructures and nanoparticles is shown in
Chap. “Diamond Nanostructures and Nanoparticles: Electrochemical Properties and
Applications”. Chapter “Carbon-Based Nanostructures for Matrix-Free Mass
Spectrometry” presents recent developments in the use of carbon-based materials for
matrix-free mass spectrometry.

From our point of view, all the chapters in this book coupled with their citations
will be useful to both specialists and early-stage researchers. It is hoped that this
book will attract a broad readership ranging from materials scientists, chemists,
biologists, physicists, and engineers. We strongly believe this book will simulate
more researchers to devote their effort and energy to the progress of the preparation
and the applications of carbon nanostructures and nanoparticles in the forthcoming
years.

Nianjun Yang
Xin Jiang

Dai-Wen Pang
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Nanodiamonds: From Synthesis
and Purification to Deposition Techniques,
Hybrids Fabrication and Applications

J.C. Arnault

Abstract The present chapter summarizes the recent advances in the production
and the purification methods of nanodiamonds. The different strategies for seeding
and patterning of surfaces are detailed. First reports of hybrids based on nanodia-
monds are included like core shell particles or decoration with carbon dots or
metallic atoms. Finally, an overview of applications for composites and nanome-
dicine is provided.

Keywords Nanodiamonds � Purification � Hybrids � Seeding � Surfaces �
Applications

1 Introduction

Nanodiamonds (NDs) are nowadays intensively studied. Indeed, diamond material
at nanoscale combines the numerous bulk properties of diamond with specific assets
due to the high specific surface area of NDs (400 m2/g for detonation). The present
chapter is built from the recent advances on nanodiamonds namely reported within
the two last years. These contributions represent more than the third of references.

Sources of diamond nanoparticles are more and more diversified with the recent
development of crushing procedures from bulk diamond, progress in detonation
synthesis which allows the production of smaller NDs. Each source of NDs has its
own characteristics (size distribution, shape, impurities level, defects). The first part
of the present chapter focuses on these aspects (Sect. 2).

After their synthesis or milling, NDs often exhibit a scattered surface chemistry.
The second topic deals with the purification protocols of NDs and their deaggre-
gation methods to obtain stable colloids (Sect. 3). The different strategies employed
to reach a homogeneous surface chemistry are also summarized. The recent labeling
of detonation NDs with tritium using micro-wave plasma is addressed. The last
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investigations on specific surface properties of hydrogenated and surface graphi-
tized NDs are then presented.

In a third part, the progresses in seeding of surfaces with NDs are provided.
After an overview of the experimental strategies (deposition of NDs on surface and
dip coating), the different approaches to achieve a patterning of NDs on surfaces are
detailed (Sect. 4).

A current trend consists in building hybrids from nanoparticles. Indeed, the
combination of luminescence or magnetic properties and functionalization can lead
to theranostics applications. First, core shells of silica, gold or microgels based on
NDs are presented. Then, decoration of NDs surface with carbon dots or metallic
atoms is shown (Sect. 5).

This chapter concludes with a brief overview of the main applications (Sect. 6).
Nanodiamonds are currently used for composites to strengthen mechanical and
thermal properties of polymers. Their addition in oils led to enhanced friction and
wear behaviours. Concerning bioapplications, drug delivery, bio-imaging and tissue
engineering are addressed.

2 Nanodiamonds from Different Origins

Diamond nanoparticles or nanodiamonds (NDs) can be produced either directly
using detonation synthesis (Sect. 2.1), using pulsed laser ablation [1–3] or by
crushing of diamond bulk materials grown by HPHT or CVD synthesis (Sects. 2.2
and 2.3). After presentation of these techniques, the most important characteristics
of diamond nanoparticles influencing their properties will be discussed (Sect. 2.4).

2.1 Detonation Synthesis

In 1963, Russian groups achieved synthesis of NDs by decomposition of explosive
mixtures [4]. Indeed, according to thermodynamic calculations, free carbon pro-
duced in detonation products of condensed carbon-containing individual explosives
with a negative oxygen balance should condense into diamond [5]. Most used
explosives are trinitrotoluene (TNT), hexogen, octogen and their mixtures. More
recently, hydrogen free detonation NDs were produced with benzotrifuroxane as an
explosive [6]. Temperature and pressure conditions ensuring diamond stability are
preserved during several tenths of a microseconde. This explains the nanometric
size of synthetized diamond particles (Fig. 1).

Briefly, detonation synthesis can be decomposed into three main steps. First,
explosives are modified under HPHT conditions. This leads to the production of
free carbon among detonation products. Pressure and temperature conditions
associated with the detonation wave allow the conservation of diamond and avoid
its graphitization. In a second step, expansion of detonation products rapidly occurs
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with cooling of diamond particles down to temperature insufficient for graphitiza-
tion. Then, very important heat and mass exchanges are taking place between
detonation products and surrounding medium. The ND yield per explosive unit
mass is related to explosive characteristics (mass, shape, density, chemical com-
position). It is also dependent on the environment within detonation chamber
(gaseous mixture, amount of inert medium i.e. coolant). Especially, ND yield
increases with the specific heat of the coolant which may be within 3000–
4000 K min−1 to conserve diamond phase [8]. In practice, water, water-based
foams or ice are used as coolants. More details about detonation synthesis could be
found in the review of Dolmatov [9].

Recently, the impact of nanostructured explosives on the mean size of syn-
thetized nanodiamond was reported. For explosives of 40 nm, NDs of 2.6 nm were
obtained instead of 5 nm for micro-structured explosives (Fig. 7). A model based
on the number of nucleation sites in detonation media was proposed to explain this
effect [10]. This approach constitutes a serious alternative to accurately control the
size of nanodiamonds during detonation process.

2.2 Synthesis of Bulk Diamond

2.2.1 High Pressure High Temperature (HPHT)

The first evidence of diamond formation from graphite under high pressure (13–
16 GPa) and high temperature (>1700 °C) was reported in 1955 [11]. Then, the use
of metal catalysts (Fe, Co, Ni) allowed the lowering of pressure/temperature

Fig. 1 Detonation synthesis of nanodiamonds: explosive mixture, phase diagram and scheme of
the detonation wave propagation (with courtesy of Mochalin et al. [7])
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conditions [12]. Basically, cubo-octaedric diamond seeds are located in a solvent/
catalyst mixture separated from a high purity carbon source (graphite or diamond
powder). During high pressure/high temperature (HPHT) synthesis, a temperature
gradient is created between the high purity carbon source and diamond seeds. This
gradient induces the carbon diffusion toward diamond seeds causing the growth of
diamond crystals [13]. During HPHT synthesis, the level of impurities like nitrogen
or boron can be tuned by changing the solvent/catalyst mixture which could include
nitrogen getters like Al, Ti, Zr or Hf [13]. In this way, several types of HPHT
diamonds presented on Table 1 can be grown [14]. Depending on nitrogen con-
centration, different atomic configurations of defects have been determined [15].
Recently, HPHT monocrystalline boron doped diamonds of very high crystalline
quality were reported [16].

2.2.2 Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD)

The chemical vapor deposition of diamond was first tested in 1968 [17]. Its prin-
ciple is based on the induction of a plasma from gaseous species (more often few
methane vol. % diluted in dihydrogen). CH4 and H2 molecules could be dissociated
either by a hot filament (Hot Filament CVD, HFCVD) or by microwaves
(Micro-wave Plasma Assisted CVD, MPACVD). Methyl radicals (CH3

• ) are species
responsible for diamond growth while atomic hydrogen (H•) plays an essential role
for stabilization of diamond surface and etching of sp2-hybridized faster than sp3-
hybridized carbon [18]. Experimental conditions of CVD are metastable i.e. far
from thermodynamic conditions. This explains why diamond can be obtained under
low pressure (20–100 Torr) and temperature (600–1000 °C) conditions compared
to HPHT. A recent MRS Bulletin was focused on CVD diamond and its applica-
tions [19].

Using the CVD technique, different diamond microstructures can be achieved,
from monocrystalline to polycrystalline films (with micron-sized or nano-sized
grains) (Fig. 2). Diamond deposition can be performed on large surfaces, up to 4
inches. Under specific conditions, homoepitaxial diamond films can be grown by
CVD onto HPHT substrates. For growth of diamond films on heterosubstrates (Si,
3C-SiC, Ir,…), nucleation methods like bias enhanced nucleation (BEN) or seeding
protocols were developed [20]. In CVD diamond, the level of impurities can be

Table 1 Different types of HPHT diamond

Type [N] (ppm) [B] Solvent/catalyst Observations on dopants and color

Ia 3000 – Fe/Co; Fe/Ni Nitrogen aggregates, yellow

Ib <500 – Fe/Co; Fe/Ni Substitutional nitrogen, yellow

IIa <5 – Co/Ti; Fe/Al Colorless

IIb <0.01 1 ppm Fe/Al/B; Fe/Ni/B Boron in substitution, blue
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accurately controlled. High quality p-doped and n-doped diamond films are grown
by CVD using boron [21, 22] and phosphorous [23] as dopants.

Using surface wave plasma, nanocrystalline diamond films have been deposited
onto plastic substrates at temperature down to 100 °C [24]. Films morphology
corresponds to nanometric diamond crystals embedded in an amorphous carbon
matrix according to X-ray diffraction and TEM observations [25]. This surface
wave plasma allows large area deposition up to 300 × 300 mm2.

2.3 Crushing of Diamond Bulk Material

To better tune the crystallinity as well as the concentration of impurities within
diamond particles, crushing procedures of natural diamond or diamond grown by
HPHT or CVD were developed during the last years. Starting from p-doped or

Fig. 2 Diamond films grown by micro-wave assisted CVD a monocrystalline (150 × 150 μm2);
b polycrystalline (40 × 40 μm2); c ultra-nanocrystalline (2.5 × 2.5 μm2); d micro-particles doped
with boron (70 × 70 μm2) (with courtesy of R. Nemanich et al. [19])
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n-doped diamond films, these methods may permit to get doped diamond
nanoparticles. The remaining challenge is the available amount of crushed material.

2.3.1 From HPHT Diamond

Diamond nanoparticles could be produced from micrometer-sized particles (200–
250 μm) used for polishing applications. HPHT diamond has a high availability and
it is a low cost material (a few $ per gram). Moreover, using HPHT, different types
are available with controlled concentrations of dopants (Table 1).

NDs with size lower than 10 nm were obtained by a milling procedure including
two main steps [26]. This procedure was applied to HPHT Ib diamond particles
(size 150–190 μm) of cubo-octaedral shape. Particles were previously irradiated
with 10 meV electrons to produce vacancies. The first milling was carried out using
a nitrogen jet at 8 bars. A grey powder was produced with 97 % of particles having
a size of 2 μm. A second milling was performed under argon using WC-Co beads
followed by a cooling step. Particles with size lower than 10 nm represent 15 wt%.
These nanodiamonds exhibit rounded shape as revealed by High Resolution
Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) (Fig. 3a).

Another protocol was developed by Mahfouz et al. [27] including cycles of
grinding, chemical purification and fractioning by ultracentrifugation [28]. HPHT
diamond microparticles (size 210–250 μm) with a nitrogen concentration of
200 ppm were used as raw material. The grinding step was achieved using steel
beads of 5 mm. Cycles of grinding (1 h)/cooling (30 min) were applied during 20 h.
After chemical purification, diamond nanoparticles were dispersed into ultra-pure
water and underwent a new grinding step. NaCl was added to the suspension.
Indeed, the role of salts in deagglomeration of detonation NDs was previously
emphasized [29]. Using this procedure, 15 nm NDs were isolated exhibiting facets
and sharp edges as shown on Fig. 3b [27].

Fig. 3 HRTEM pictures of diamond nanoparticles obtained by crushing of HPHT diamond a with
courtesy of Boudou et al. [26]; b with courtesy of Mahfouz et al. [27]
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2.3.2 From CVD Diamond

Recent progresses of CVD synthesis allow an excellent control of incorporated
impurities [19] and the possibility to get doped diamond with boron, phosphorous
or nitrogen.

A free-standing diamond film is first obtained by etching of the heterosubstrate.
The grinding of bulk diamond is then carried out using the bead assisted sonic
disintegration (BASD) method previously developed to deagglomerate diamond
nanoparticles (see Sect. 3.2) [30, 31]. The principle is based on the strong inter-
actions of ceramic microbeads (namely 50 μm ZrO2) with agglomerates under
sonication. Shock waves produced by ultrasonic cavitation push beads toward
polycrystalline diamond films leading to splitting of grains. Micrometer-sized
crystals are then obtained [32]. A size selection of milled particles is performed by
successive centrifugations. During this BASD procedure, the milled material
underwent several chemical treatments to eliminate contaminants. Especially, the
removal of zirconia traces requires a specific treatment with phosphoric acid or a
strong basis. In this way, diamond particles with a size distribution centered around
70–80 nm were obtained from a polycrystalline diamond film 2 μm thick [32].

A similar milling procedure was very recently used to produce diamond particles
from a boron doped diamond film grown by CVD [33]. The boron concentration
was [B] = 2 × 1021 cm−3. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) reveals a size distribu-
tion between 30 and 60 nm for NDs (Fig. 4). The corresponding colloid has a blue
color. Here, steel beads were preferred for BASD to avoid specific purification
treatment. HRTEM and Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) investigations
reveal that boron atoms are located on substitutional sites in the diamond lattice,
suggesting a dopant behavior (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Left Size distributions measured by Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) for nanodiamonds
produced by milling and after several centrifugations and purifications. The colloidal suspension
has a blue color related to the presence of boron; right EELS spectrum exhibiting the presence of
boron, B K-edge structure is in agreement with boron incorporation in substitution (with courtesy
of Heyer et al. [33])
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